
Wall layng instructions

FIBRA



Laying instructions
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Before starting to lay, make sure system, are been traced and located, and to have a smooth,
even (whitout drops) wall, colored in light grey colour. Possible roghness or marks have to be 
ruboff to obtain a smooth wall, so that Fibra stick perfecty.
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What you need

Ensure that your pack contains the ordered materials, including the EQ dekor sheets (check the 

instructions, which you will need to understand the order in which the rolls must be laid.
You will also need a short nap roller and a plastic scraper.

number and length of the sheets), EQ dekor adhesive glue, the finishing product and laying



Applying the first coat of adhesive
Using a roller apply an even coat of adhesive (without lumps) on the whole wall and leave it to dry for 1-2 hours 
(upon environmental conditions)
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1-2 h
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Positioning first sheet-first step
With the application instruction in front of you, use a laser level to mark a plumb line perpendicular to the floor for the 
starting position of the second sheet. the second sheet must be placed so as to leave a little excess to left (and above)
the first sheet to compensate if the wall is out of plumb.

abbondanza

laser

#2

94 cm94 cm
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Do not trace any kind of markings, such as 
the positions of the sheet, direclty on to the floor.



Positioning of first sheet-sticking
Put the adhesive on the top part of the sheet do that it remains sticked to the wall. Check that it is plumbed and go on
laying till to cover the whole sheet, taking care to not allow glue in excess.
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First sheet positioning - removing excess material
Once laid the roll, remove excess of material from ceiling and floor.
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Laying other sheets
For each sheet you must repeat the following operations till the full layng of rolls:
- stick it on top part and to check it is plumbed
- finish the sticking from ceiling to floor, avoiding to allow glue in excess
- cut the excess of material between wall and ceiling, and between walland floor
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EQ decor FINISH W/B EQ decor FINISH W/A
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Preparing of finish product EQ decor FINISH
Preparing of finish product EQ decor FINISH for the first coat mix half bottle of component ‘A’ with half bottle of
component ‘B’ and blend the compound using eletric mixer with low revs. 



Finish product EQ decor FINISH
Apply a first coat of protective product just mixed, evenly to the whole wall using the short nap roller, 
and allow to dry for at least 2 hours.

2 h
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Second apply of finish product EQ decor FINISH
Blend the remaining part of component ‘A’ with the remaining part of component ‘B’. Blend the compound using 
eletric mixer with low revs. Repeat the apply of protective product and allow to dry at least 24 hours.
Once the protective products is dried, you can instell the baseboards.
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The protective products reachs the maximum strain strengths after 3-4 days.

3-4 days
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